
Demand for ‘big box’ real estate has continued to act as the driving force 
for industrial real estate. While Amazon and other retailers have been 
dominant, demand has been steadily broadening across industries. 
The major logistics hubs around the country are well established and 
unchallenged as the primary sites for ‘big box’ distribution. However, a 
new set of markets with growing populations and robust transportation 
connections are emerging as viable candidates for distributors and 
investors alike. 

‘Big Box’ Outlook 
United States . Spring 2013 

‘Big boxes’ are driving the 
industrial market 
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‘Big boxes’ enable the modern economy 

The ‘big box’ market serves the logistical necessity of transporting and storing goods as they move 
from production to consumption. It is shaped primarily by population centers, transportation assets 
and supply chain strategies. It is the sector where economies of scale come most into play.  When 
we say ‘big box’ we are generally referring to warehouse and distribution facilities of at least 
250,000 square feet whose primary function is to hold and distribute finished goods either 
downstream in the supply chain or directly to customers. Modern ‘big box’ facilities are those built 
after 1990, with 28’ or higher clearance, ESFR sprinklers and at least one dock door per 1,000 feet. 

Since the nation exited recession in 2009, the ‘big box’ sector has consistently outperformed the 
remainder of the market. With the collapse in rents and competition from weaker players, large 
firms with access to capital have moved to take up the best product either through full-blown supply 
chain reorganizations or opportunism. By making moves during lean times, these firms have been 
able to lock in low long-term rates. Now, the market is shifting; several years without widespread 
construction has thinned out large blocks of the best product. As a result, we see a market with 
rising rents and supply growth as emergent factors.  

Key take-aways… 
• Demand for ‘big box’ real estate has continued to act as the driving force for industrial real 

estate. While Amazon and multichannel retailers have been dominant, demand has been 
steadily broadening across industries. 

• State-of-the-art development has quickly moved past the 32’ clear height standard and is now 
at 36’ as users incorporate “each-picking” technology on multiple mezzanine levels. 

• Site selection for ‘big boxes,’ whether e-commerce or traditional, is a complex optimization 
problem involving transportation costs, labor, service level requirements, tax incentives and 
more. 

• Access to rail has played a significant role in shaping the national ‘big box’ market over the 
past decade. With the steady growth in domestic intermodal volume and continued investment 
from the railroad companies, access to rail remains an important factor driving the market. 

• The traditionally dominant logistics markets continue to be excellent places for investment and 
distribution. However, rail hubs like Kansas City and Memphis warrant a look, as do markets 
with unique transportation assets like the Port of Houston. Major air and ground hubs with 
population density like Indianapolis and Phoenix catch overflow business from congested 
nearby markets also look like good options for investors and distributors. 
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‘Well distributed’ demand 

Demand for ‘big box’ product since the fourth quarter of last year has been much more diversified 
than it was earlier in 2012.  Amazon continues to aggressively sign new build-to-suit agreements.  
Additionally, while large corporate retailers have acquired the significant blocks of modern ‘big box’ 
space throughout the market’s recovery, they remain a force today, with retailers like Kohl’s, Rite Aid 
and Office Depot still comprising a healthy amount of recent leasing activity.  However, more 3PLs, 

parts & suppliers, furniture companies, consumer non-durables and food & beverage firms, 
especially in leases in the 300,000- to 400,000-square-foot range, are contributing to a stable growth 
trajectory in the ‘big box’ sector and given limited amounts of existing available product – are helping 
to drive rent appreciation in 2013.   

3060 South Park Boulevard 
Expansion & Renewal: 498,000 s.f. 
Tenant: Jacobson 

Dallas 

1221 Park Centre 
New lease (BTS): 951,980 s.f. 
Tenant: Kohl’s 

Central Valley, California 

1919 Boeing Way 
Renewal: 311,905 s.f. 
Tenant: Prime Distribution 

6021 Greensboro Drive SW 
New lease: 332,214 s.f. 
Tenant: Liberty Furniture Industries 

Central New Jersey 

180 Raritan Center Parkway 
Renewal: 267,000 s.f. 
Tenant: Rema Foods 

3101 Westway Drive 
Renewal: 1,157,934 s.f. 
Tenant: P&G 

1010 Foster Avenue  
New Lease: 307,000 s.f. 
Tenant: Amalgamated Sugar 

Houston 

10650 Okanella Lane 
Renewal : 267,201 s.f. 
Tenant: Schenker Inc. 

4608 Appliance Drive 
Renewal: 800,000  s.f. 
Tenant: P&G 

Atlanta 

Boston 

53 Ayer Road 
New lease: 364,000  s.f. 
Tenant: FIBA Tech. 

9800 72nd Avenue 
Renewal: 891,000 s.f. 
Tenant: S.C. Johnson 

1122 Milledge Street 
Renewal: 268,200 s.f. 
Tenant: Boles Parts Supply 

Chicago (continued) 

Chicago 

1000 Veterans Parkway  
New Lease: 354,000 s.f. 
Tenant: Reviva Logistics 

521 Chelsea Road 
New lease: 692,000 s.f. 
Tenant: Kenco 

AllianceTexas (Haslet, TX) BTS 
New lease (BTS): 1,100,000 s.f. 
Tenant: Amazon 

Charlotte 

1815 West Pointe Drive 
Renewal: 354,900 s.f. 
Tenant: Black and Decker 

Baltimore 

Coppell BTS 
New lease (BTS): 1,000,000 s.f. 
Tenant: Amazon 

1415 Perryman Road 
Renewal: 300,000 s.f. 
Tenant: Worthington Armstrong Venture 

The following are examples of ‘big box’ lease transactions that have occurred around the United States late in 2012 and early into 2013 
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121 North Enterprise Boulevard 
Renewal: 809,225 s.f. 
Tenant: Hachette Book Group 

455 Airtech Parkway 
New lease: 622,440 s.f. 
Tenant: Hartz Mountain 

5725 Jurupa Avenue 
New lease: 285,500 s.f. 
Tenant: Hill’s Pet Nutrition 

Indianapolis 

322 South Enterprise Boulevard 
Renewal: 395,679 s.f. 
Tenant: Hachette Book Group 

8449 Milliken Avenue 
New lease: 262,410 s.f. 
Tenant: Ford Motor Company 

Inland Empire 

5045 West 79th Street 
Reneal: 504,164 s.f. 
Tenant: Baker & Taylor 

‘Well distributed’ demand continued 

31 Viele Avenue 
New lease (BTS): 600,000 s.f. 
Tenant: ICON Health & Fitness 

14310-14480 Ramona Avenue 
Renewal: 385,000 s.f. 
Tenant: Pacific Sales 

Minneapolis 

2300 Highway 13 W 
New lease: 289,000 s.f. 
Tenant: Shop Jimmy 

2325 Cottonwood Avenue 
New lease: 633,500 s.f. 
Tenant: World Kitchen 

3950 East Airport Drive 
Renewal: 414,435 s.f. 
Tenant: Timberland 

Northern New Jersey 

219-295 Route 1 & 9, Jersey City 
New lease: 394,320 s.f. 
Tenant: Imperial Bag & Paper 

11555 Arrow Route 
Renewal: 417,250 s.f. 
Tenant: Hankook Tires 

Memphis 

12385 Crossroads Drive 
New lease: 615,305 s.f. 
Tenant: Milwaukee Tool 

219-295 Route 1 & 9, Jersey City 
New lease: 345,601 s.f. 
Tenant: Ahold (d/b/a Peapod) 

Inland Empire (continued) 

1405 East Locust Street 
Renewal: 434,555 s.f. 
Tenant: Lithonia Lighting 

13790 Ramona Avenue 
Renewal: 300,000 s.f. 
Tenant: Hussmann Corp 

5650 Challenge Drive 
Renewal & Expansion: 420,000 s.f. 
Tenant: Market Resource Packaging 

Memphis (continued) 
 

12300 East Riverside Drive 
Renewal: 557,500 s.f. 
Tenant: Meiko America, Inc. 

11695 Pacific Avenue 
New lease: 326,945 s.f. 
Tenant: Southwire Company 

5025 Crumpler Boulevard 
Renewal & Expansion: 259,200 s.f. 
Tenant: Herbalife 

17335 Glen Helen Parkway 
New lesae: 604,029 s.f. 
Tenant: Confidential 

13230 San Bernardino Avenue 
Renewal: 388,130 s.f. 
Tenant: L&P Supply Chain Mgmt. 

Nashville 

Eastgate Boulevard 
New lease: 706,500 s.f. 
Tenant: Ceva Logistics 

Inland Empire (continued) 
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Oakland / East Bay 

6700 Automall Parkway 
Renewal: 476,177 s.f. 
Tenant: Office Depot 

Philadelphia / Harrisburg 

1200 Antrim Way 
Renewal: 1,033,470  s.f. 
Tenant: World Kitchen 

Antrim Commons, Lot 11 
New lease (BTS): 400,000  s.f. 
Tenant: HUB One Logistics 

1 Passaic Street, Teterboro 
New lease: 293,760 s.f. 
Tenant: Academia Ind 

Northern New Jersey (continued) 

Portland 

Wilsonville Distribution Center 
Renewal: 516,693 s.f. 
Tenant: Rite Aid 

Orange County 

7400 Hazard Avenue, Westminster 
Renewal: 258,000 s.f. 
Tenant: B. Braun 

San Antonio 

Schertz, TX BTS 
New lease (BTS): 1,200,000 s.f. 
Tenant: Amazon 

7337 Las Positas Road 
New lease: 286,000 s.f. 
Tenant: International Paper Co. 

‘Well distributed’ demand continued 
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What does a modern ‘big box’ look like? 

Onwards and upwards 
As the footprint of ‘big box’ buildings spread outward, clear heights also pushed upward.  From the 
early to the mid-1980’s, many properties in the ‘big box’ market had heights between 20’ and 24’ 
clear above a finished floor. But from the mid-80’s to the mid-1990’s, buildings with 26’ and 28’ 
clear began to pop up, and eventually those featuring 30’ clear heights became more and more 
common. A decade later, an increasing number of 32’ clear warehouses came online. 

Regardless of a wealth of outliers and norms in different markets around the country, development 
has reached another inflection point, with construction decisions hinging on a movement from 32’ to 
36’ foot clear as the new standard for what should be considered the most-modern, most-functional 
‘big box’ distribution opportunities. 

Scale and efficiency “raise the roof” 
From a design and layout perspective, larger distribution centers with higher clear heights allow 
companies to maximize pallet positions and storage capacity as well as mezzanine levels for 
picking operations. The pallet capacity of a building footprint could be increased by 12 to 25 percent 
by “raising the roof” from 32’ to 36’ clear yields a 20 percent increase in pallet positions. Depending 
on roof sloping, aisle width and structural bay sizes, higher racking systems can allow for greater 
product density. 

Larger buildings also allow for wider column spacing, adding an element of flexibility and thereby a 
more efficient configuration of warehouse operations in larger structural bays. 

As companies plan their long-term warehousing and distribution needs, and as operations become 
more automated  –  other costs much be considered as they consider larger properties, a few of 
which are: 

• Significant capital investments in material handling, conveyor sortation and controls 
• Optimized racking systems and lift equipment 
• Warehouse and inventory management software and picking/packing technology 

 
As distribution centers grow larger and clear heights higher, one function that must always be 
addressed is fire suppression. While making the most of ‘cube’ space is of obvious importance, 
state-of-the-art ESFR and in-rack sprinkler systems now have the capacity to protect buildings with 
higher clear heights, depending on the product being stored. 

 

 

 
 
1 HPA Inc. Supersized Buildings: new trends in clear heights 

 

Mid-1980’s warehouses 

The evolution of ‘big boxes’ 

Late-1990’s distribution development Modern, ‘big box’ logistics space 
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A different layer of ‘disruption’ from e-commerce 
 
e-commerce is disrupting physical space and site requirements in the existing ‘big box’ 
warehouse and distribution market.  Many e-commerce companies employ labor intensive 
picking and packing strategies to fulfill online orders daily, and thus need more employee 
parking than traditional warehouses normally provide. 

Another building feature increasingly in demand from e-commerce users or ‘e-tailers’ is 
larger mezzanine areas.  In higher clear buildings, they can accommodate two or even 
three levels of mezzanine space, which provides greater functionality for “each picking” or 
other operations, be they back-office tasks, gift wrapping, call centers, returns or the like. 

With an increased warehouse workforce, other building infrastructure upgrades are 
necessary to systems such as power, lighting and depending on location, heating or cooling 
capabilities.  Alone or combined, the attributes may limit the search for space to only a few 
existing opportunities, or drive them to build-to-suit development, as has been increasingly 
the case over the last few years. 

Demand drivers for ‘big box’ real estate: 
The following factors all play an intertwined role in one way or another in the site selection decision 
to locate a ‘big box’ distribution center in a particular market, and depending on the user, impact the 
size of the property itself. 
 
Population / sources of final demand: The biggest population centers in the country will attract the 
largest ‘big box’ footprints.  Depending on infrastructure and the distribution network of any specific 
user, ‘big box’ product will tend to cluster in areas where product can most quickly and cost-
effectively reach the end consumer. Sometimes ‘big box’ product is located rural or remote areas 
with cheap land and few barriers to entry, the real concentrations are along the periphery of major 
metropolitan markets, especially ‘super-regions’ like Southern California, Dallas, Chicago, New 
Jersey, Central Pennsylvania and Atlanta. 

Service level requirements: Distribution site selection is often determined by what percentage of 
customers or stores can be reached within a certain time period. For example, most of the population 
in the Midwest and on the east coast is reachable from Chicago within two days by truck. 

Fuel costs: The long term trend of rising fuel costs has forced distributors to evaluate shipping 
modes and routes. In order of cost are ship, rail, truck and airplane. Distributors are constantly 
looking for ways to shift goods from more to less expensive modes of transportation. Sometimes this 
means a new route for goods to travel or even an entirely new supply chain network configuration. 

Macro-economic environment: In the current slow-growth economic environment, established 
distributors frequently have an easier time adding to profit by saving on transportation and inventory 
costs than they do by growing revenue. This has driven many of the ongoing supply chain network 
reconfigurations. 

Labor: Distribution centers (especially e-commerce) can be very labor intensive, which is one 
reason they cluster on the outskirts of major metropolitan areas. In these regions, there is still a deep 
pool of labor, but wages are lower than they would be closer to the urban core. 

Production locations: For example, the Inland Empire owes its massive amount of ‘big box’ real 
estate to the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach’s status as the prime gateway for goods 
produced in Asia. Dallas functions much the same way for goods produced in Mexico and Central 
America that are trucked over the border.   

Choosing a location 
goes far beyond 
selecting the cheapest 
rent. From fuel costs to 
labor to economic 
incentives, location 
impacts the each part of 
cost equation for a 
distribution operation. 
So firms look at the 
entire business 
proposition of servicing 
any geographic location 
from a particular 
distribution site.  

Demand drivers for ‘big box’ real estate 
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Land positions:  Today’s distribution centers are extremely land intensive.  Depending on need, this 
can sometimes change the dynamic for coverage areas for a particular site. Beyond the space 
needed for the building itself, land is needed for employee parking, trailer storage and future 
expansion. 

Availability of capital: With interest rates expected to remain very low for the foreseeable future, 
capital is cheap. However, lending standards have remained very tight in all but a handful of the 
hottest markets.  

Rental rates: In the late-1990’s and mid-2000’s rising rents justified (or seemed to) an enormous 
amount of speculative construction. In our current recovery cycle, developers have been much more 
cautious, strongly preferring to construct build-to-suits versus speculative buildings. In some 
markets, like Dallas and Philadelphia, this has restrained demand as well, hampering decision 
making and pushing out some leasing activity that may have otherwise occurred in a state closer to 
market equilibrium. 

Investor demand: Fully leased ‘big boxes’ are some of the most stable assets in commercial real 
estate. They are often occupied by a single, credit-worthy tenant on a long-term lease. This is 
pushing up sale prices and creating an attractive environment for developers. 

Changing market players: Through the recession and into this new cycle, the major players in the 
industrial space have shifted dramatically. Prologis and AMB merged, Dexus has exited the market, 
Goodman-Birtcher and IndCor have entered. TA Realty continues to divest itself of industrial assets, 
while firms like IIT, KTR and Exeter continue to add to their holdings. 

Infrastructure: Rail, highways and to a lesser extent airports form the vascular system for our 
country’s consumption. And with transportation making up the largest portion of expenses and fuel 
costs remaining volatile, having many different options to move product is important to distributors. 

Technology: Technology of all kinds has enabled today’s distribution operations. Communications, 
fire safety, material handling and sortation systems, warehouse management, RFID tracking have 
all advanced significantly in recent years allowing distribution centers to become larger, faster and  
more efficient. 

 

Supply drivers for ‘big box’ real estate: 
The following market elements impact what type of product is built where, when and how – and 
sometimes by whom – but they can all change the features of a ‘big box’ distribution center as it 
intersects with the demand drivers mentioned above. 

Economic uncertainty: Uncertainty, especially about taxes, austerity and regulations at the federal 
and state levels, has made planning for long term investments more difficult. This dynamic has 
constrained supply growth and fed the preference for developing to build-to-suit requirements. 

Idiosyncratic requirements: Another factor that is driving developers’ preference for build-to-suit 
construction is the unique requirements of different types of distributors. Needs vary for parking 
requirements, HVAC, trailing parking and more. Often the best strategy for a developer targeting a 
‘big box’ tenant is to find the best land and sit on it. 
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The major logistics hubs around the country are well established and unchallenged as the primary 
sites for ‘big box’ distribution. Each has significant rail and highway infrastructure and is tied to the 
network of seaport, airport and land gateways through which goods are imported. Most items 
consumed every day across the country make their way through these markets at some point in the 
distribution process. The markets have so specialized in ‘big box’ distribution that we hold them to 
another standard – 500,000 square feet or greater. Product that is truly devoted to serving a  
wide region. 

Top tier ‘big box’ markets in the U.S 

Property clock 
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U.S. industrial 

With tight supply, rising rents and growing development, the ‘big box’ sector is leading the broader 
industrial market. The balance of power currently favors owners as tenants’ options dwindle and 
new development comes online at an increasing pace. This year will be a crucial test of whether 
the market can stay in the balance it has found.  

Airports 

Seaports 

‘Big Box’ 
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Chicago 
Chicago’s dominant position in the ‘big box’ sector can be tied its historical importance as a major rail connection point and capital of the Midwest . Today freight comes into Chicago from all major east 
and west coast ports in the U.S. and Canada as well as ports in the Gulf Coast and Mexico. From there, most of the U.S. population is reachable in two days by truck. 

Total stock (s.f.) Total vacancy (s.f.) Total available (s.f.) Total vacancy (%) Total availability Q4 2012  
Net absorption 

Q4 2012  
Average rental rate Q-Q % change Y-Y % change 

206,756,172 19,899,948 26,968,821 9.6% 13.0% 1,453,466 $3.35 -3.5% -6.2% 

Warehouse & distribution facilities 500,000 square feet or larger 

Top tier ‘big box’ markets in the U.S. 

New Jersey 
Northern and Central New Jersey have long been dominant ‘big box’ markets. Distributors and developers have been building large spaces since 1950, most with the primary goal of supplying 
America’s largest and most dense city – New York. These markets have lost some ground to Pennsylvania due to limited land availability and congestion on the I-95 Corridor. 

Total stock (s.f.) Total vacancy (s.f.) Total available (s.f.) Total vacancy (%) Total availability Q4 2012  
Net absorption 

Q4 2012  
Average rental rate Q-Q % change Y-Y % change 

129,767,043 11,064,398 15,123,396 8.5% 11.7% 1,440,997 $4.12 -0.9% 2.6% 

Warehouse & distribution facilities 500,000 square feet or larger 

Inland Empire 
The Inland Empire’s success as a market for ‘big box’ real estate is more recent than Chicago or New Jersey. As manufacturing rapidly shifted to Asia in the 1990’s, ‘big boxes’ began to spring up to 
process container-loads of goods moving through the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach bypassing the congested Los Angeles County. From there goods are distributed to population centers on the 
west coast or sent east by rail for further distribution. 

Total stock (s.f.) Total vacancy (s.f.) Total available (s.f.) Total vacancy (%) Total availability Q4 2012  
Net absorption 

Q4 2012  
Average rental rate Q-Q % change Y-Y % change 

95,099,012 4,343,578 3,498,240 4.6% 3.7% 2,759,671 $4.08 0.0% 6.3% 

Warehouse & distribution facilities 500,000 square feet or larger 
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Philadelphia / Eastern Pennsylvania 
This market is all about cost-effective distribution to the densely population Northeast. Goods come in by rail from Chicago and east coast ports on their way to metros in the country’s most populated 
corridor like Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington D.C. All are reachable within one day by truck under most circumstances. 

Total stock (s.f.) Total vacancy (s.f.) Total available (s.f.) Total vacancy (%) Total availability Q4 2012  
Net absorption 

Q4 2012  
Average rental rate Q-Q % change Y-Y % change 

137,313,578 14,101,302 21,835,988 10.3% 15.9% 925,217 $4.03 4.1% 5.8% 

Warehouse & distribution facilities 500,000 square feet or larger 

Top tier ‘big box’ markets in the U.S. 

Dallas 
The Dallas / Fort Worth Metroplex is a relative newcomer as a ‘big box’ market. After NAFTA took effect in 1995, trade with Canada and Mexico exploded along with demand for real estate. Almost all 
the ‘big box’ product in the market was built between 1995 and 2008. Distributors located in Dallas / Fort Worth service demand in the fast growing southwest and serve as a first and last stop for goods 
moving out of and into Mexico. 

Total stock (s.f.) Total vacancy (s.f.) Total available (s.f.) Total vacancy (%) Total availability Q4 2012  
Net absorption 

Q4 2012  
Average rental rate Q-Q % change Y-Y % change 

110,217,907 11,066,376 15,359,910 10.0% 13.9% 1,371,561 $3.15 0.3% 0.3% 

Warehouse & distribution facilities 500,000 square feet or larger 

Atlanta 
Atlanta has long served as the distribution hub for the Southeast as a city that was founded on a railroad crossing. However, only since 1990 when population growth in the metro took off did the ‘big 
boxes’ begin to spring up. The market handles goods moving in by rail from the west coast, through Chicago as well as southeast ports for regional distribution. Today, the Port of Savannah is the 
fastest growing port in the country and serves as a major demand driver for the market. 

Total stock (s.f.) Total vacancy (s.f.) Total available (s.f.) Total vacancy (%) Total availability Q4 2012  
Net absorption 

Q4 2012  
Average rental rate Q-Q % change Y-Y % change 

79,945,125 9,833,250 14,709,903 12.3% 18.4% 792,640 $2.87 0.0% 0.3% 

Warehouse & distribution facilities 500,000 square feet or larger 
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The following markets are all considered to be second-tier ‘big box’ hubs. They are all well 
connected in terms of transportation, with a mix of seaports, rail connections and cargo airports. 
Demand is growing as more traditional hubs like the top-tier ‘big box’ markets become congested, 
new trade routes become viable, and population grows in a younger set of metros.  

Emerging ‘big box’ markets 

One thing to notice on this map is the geographic dispersion of the top-tier ‘big box’ markets. 
Each serves a different region and a different path of goods moving in and out of the country. 
Also worth paying attention to are rail hubs at the east-west connection points; control of rail 
lines changes over in Chicago, Kansas City and Memphis. 

Source: Jones Lang LaSalle Research 

‘Big box’ inventory constructed since 2000 
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Indianapolis 
This market is very well situated for regional distribution in the Midwest and national distribution with Chicago, all of Ohio’s major metros, Washington D.C. and Atlanta being within 500 miles. The 
market is also home to a major national hub for FedEx air cargo, a boon to e-commerce operators, and construction is underway on a new intermodal terminal for CN which will allow more freight to 
bypass Chicago. 

Total stock (s.f.) Total vacancy (s.f.) Total available (s.f.) Total vacancy (%) Total availability Q4 2012  
Net absorption 

Q4 2012  
Average rental rate Q-Q % change Y-Y % change 

80,692,048 4,324,210 7,763,864 5.4% 9.6% -416,442 $2.92 1.4% 0.0% 

Warehouse & distribution facilities 250,000 square feet or larger 

Emerging ‘big box’ markets in the U.S. 
 

Memphis 
Memphis, like Kansas City and Chicago, is a major east/west connection point for class I rail. It is serviced by NS, CSX, UP and BNSF who operate six different intermodal yards in the area. Another 
major asset is FedEx’s ‘Super-Hub’ at Memphis International Airport. It is the second busiest cargo airport in the world and is an unparalleled resource for shippers who rely on inbound or outbound air 
shipments. The market also benefits from its central location between Dallas, Atlanta, Nashville and St. Louis. 

Total stock (s.f.) Total vacancy (s.f.) Total available (s.f.) Total vacancy (%) Total availability Q4 2012  
Net absorption 

Q4 2012  
Average rental rate Q-Q % change Y-Y % change 

77,940,718 11,528,985 14,447,427 14.8% 18.5% 1,610,707 $2.45 2.1% 4.3% 

Warehouse & distribution facilities 250,000 square feet or larger 

Houston 
With a growing seaport and a fast growing population base and natural-resource driven economy, Houston is a market that shows promise. Significant traffic gains are expected at the Port of Houston 
once the Panama Canal’s newest locks open allowing larger ships to sail into port. The larger ships are expected to charge less per container slot tipping the economic balance between the all-water 
route to Houston and the rail/truck route through California. 

Total stock (s.f.) Total vacancy (s.f.) Total available (s.f.) Total vacancy (%) Total availability Q4 2012  
Net absorption 

Q4 2012  
Average rental rate Q-Q % change Y-Y % change 

72,811,722 4,808,435 8,301,860 6.6% 11.4% 553,061 $4.14 -1.4% -4.6% 

Warehouse & distribution facilities 250,000 square feet or larger 
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Phoenix 
This market is generating demand through its population density and transportation ties to the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach. As an overflow market for the crowded Inland Empire, Phoenix 
offers a relatively business friendly environment, lower cost of living and cheaper labor compared to California. 

Total stock (s.f.) Total vacancy (s.f.) Total available (s.f.) Total vacancy (%) Total availability Q4 2012  
Net absorption 

Q4 2012  
Average rental rate Q-Q % change Y-Y % change 

57,985,856 4,640,021 5,598,988 8.0% 9.7% 867,605 $5.01 -6.7% 0.0% 

Warehouse & distribution facilities 250,000 square feet or larger 

Emerging ‘big box’ markets in the U.S. 
 

Kansas City 
Kansas City may not be a big time population center, but as a major east/west and north/south rail intersection, the metro has great growth potential as an overflow market for cross-country freight that 
is trying to avoid the congested Chicago rail system. 

Total stock (s.f.) Total vacancy (s.f.) Total available (s.f.) Total vacancy (%) Total availability Q4 2012  
Net absorption 

Q4 2012  
Average rental rate Q-Q % change Y-Y % change 

50,302,622 3,872,785 8,861,992 7.7% 17.6% 402,461 $3.39 -1.2% -1.5% 

Warehouse & distribution facilities 250,000 square feet or larger 
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